moll unique
Design for Life
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For more than 90 years, moll has stood for quality, innovation and
solutions for people. This makes moll an internationally leading
manufacturer of children’s desks and chairs that grow with the child
and of private office and organizational furniture. Martin Moll leads
the company, both in the spirit of this history and with a clear view
of today’s needs.

With unique desk and workplace designs, moll has pursued the same
goal for decades: developing a system that accompanies its user
throughout life. Quality, durability, adjustability, comfort and ease
of use are the focus here. moll has created a design that outlasts the
years and the changing tastes of the user. The sustainably conceived

combination of form, function and color has led to a series that is
more than an outstandingly appointed workplace: moll unique is not
just a series of furniture items, but a logical overall concept for the
entire world of work, home and life.
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moll T7

A life of
keeping pace
with the times
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Design and product development have always been top
priority. After 90 years, we know
what works in real life and what
is technically feasible.

In the year 2000 Tim Storti and Christian Rummel founded the design
studio PEARL CREATIVE in Ludwigsburg, near Stuttgart, Germany.
The two unconventional thinkers’ work is marked by flexibility and
pragmatism and has received many awards. From this sound basis
come design solutions that are integrated into long-term holistic
strategies, thus ensuring sustainable success.

There is no such thing as a perfect ergonomic posture — neither at the office nor at
home. But there is a perfect desk for every activity and every challenge. With its
user-friendly operation and unique variability, the moll T7 grows with the user to
supremely adapt to every situation. Whether as a home office, a crafts table, a hobby
corner in the living room or as a stylish all-purpose desk, the moll T7 offers a healthy,
comfortable solution for every situation in life and work. Timeless design is always the
ultimate statement: Design for Life.
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Room to work
The moll T7 goes with any environment
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To be a reliable partner even when a lot of space is needed, the moll T7 XL
has large optional work surfaces in addition to the basic T7 version. Built-in
castors in the runners make the desk easy to move, making it mobile within
the room. Additionally, the moll T7 has height adjustment to compensate
for unevenness in the floor. This makes the moll T7 the perfect solution
for any space situation.
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Always at
the highest level
The moll T7 meets any demand
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Whether as a standing-level table, a writing and hobby desk at ordinary seating height,
or as a low coffee table, the moll T7 is always at the level of what’s happening. With
its electro-motor height adjustment, the moll T7 can easily be turned into a standing
desk and reliably adapts to any phase of work, home and life. This height spectrum
makes it a flexible companion in everything you do — and an outstanding partner for
a healthy back. The moll T7 is awarded with the AGR-seal for its back-friendly features
by Aktion Gesunder Rücken e. V..

As a traditional desk, the moll T7 easily adapts to any task.
The height range meets the needs of children and adults.

Whether work is done seated or standing, the continuous height
adjustment of 56 cm to 118 cm (or 66 cm to 128 cm with a height
adapter) allows a healthy, individual posture at all times.
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True to its nature
The moll T7 brings color into play
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As a desk with personality, the moll T7 has interchangeable inlays to keep
up with personal tastes and current trends. Whether warm and homey or
cool and businesslike, the moll T7 underscores the user’s own style. Its
supreme variability makes for lasting satisfaction in any environment.
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Oak

Walnut

White

Light blue

May green

Apricot

Lilac

Adjusts to anything —
with safety
The moll T7 offers smart features for greater comfort

Outstanding workmanship means there
are no visible joints between the desktop
and edges.
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The electro-motor height adjustment allows
effortless adjustment of the desk height —
with just one hand, when desired. For safety
reasons, two-hand operation comes standard.

Thanks to the optional height adapter made of powder coated
cast aluminum, the desk’s basic height can be extended 10 cm.
This feature can be added at any time.

The user-friendly electro-motor height adjustment can be locked
by key for safety. The built-in auto stop reacts to resistance,
stops the motor and moves the desktop back a bit.
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Organization is
half the battle
The moll T7 is an organizational talent
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The spacious drawer is equipped with a polyurethane rubber foam
mat. This provides a safe place for items that aren’t needed on the
desktop at the moment. Precision drawers with a push-to-open
function ensure easy handling.

moll T7
2 pencil compartments
2 large compartments
incl. one for A3 paper

moll T7 XL
2 pencil compartments
2 small compartments,
2 large A3 compartments

The power management offers storage and power outlets
for electrical devices.

The cable duct with
power management ensures
that the desk stays neat.
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moll C7

The most
beautiful way
to gain space
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moll unique provides a total work environment. This means not only ergonomics,
comfort and sophisticated design, but also organization of the workplace. The moll C7
rolling drawer unit is not just an outstanding storage space extension. It fits visually
in any room and is the perfect complement to the moll T7 desk and unique series
chairs. This forms a whole made up of perfectly conceived, matching elements that
enhance any work, home or living situation.
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Miraculous space
in any case
The moll C7 offers space for any life situation
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The pad turns the moll C7 into a stool.
Various premium fabrics are available
for the upholstery. Two lockable castors
provide secure positioning.

Two drawers provide storage space for a tray
that holds paper formats up to A3.
The front sides faces of the drawers match
the moll T7 and are equipped with a buffered
self-closing mechanism.

Valuables and confidential documents
find a secure place in the lockable
utensil compartment.
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moll S9

An invitation
to movement
20

ID AID is an interdisciplinary design studio built around
its founder, Sven von Boetticher. ID AID has made it its
job to create archetypical, authentic production
solutions — always with a passion for quality, innovation
and sustainability. With the moll S9, an impeccably
modern, multiple award-winning swivel chair has come
into being.

The moll S9 doesn’t just bring all the strengths of a swivel chair to the home. It is an
invitation to move, a call to rethink what sitting means. The moll S9 does away with
all conventions. It is the chair for any body size and any way of sitting. It doesn’t only
adjust ideally to the person: Its compact form offers endless options for sitting.
Whether forward, backward or sideways, the moll S9 expands the options, keeping the
body in movement with its movable seating surface. Discover the new freedom of sitting.
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Health sitting
requires movement
The moll S9 allows dynamic seating
22

People are not created for static sitting. Barely anything stresses the body
more than static, forced postures. Therefore, the moll S9 is more than just
a chair — it is a continuous invitation to move and change postures.

The back-and-forth mounted backrest
follows the body, invites leaning and
provides support.

The movably mounted seating surface
ensures the right seating angle — whether
leaning forward or resting backward.

The lateral back-and-forth function keeps
the pelvis moving and effectively prevents
static sitting.
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From very small
to very large
The moll S9 works with anybody’s body
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The moll S9 has a size adjustment range that makes it the ideal seating
solution for any body size. This is made possible by stepless adjustment
of the seating height and depth, each in two high or low ranges. This makes
the moll S9 a chair that is just as suitable for children as for adults.
And by the way: Along with size adjustment, the moll S9 automatically
adjusts to the user’s weight.

The seating height adjustment is made
steplessly in two stages. This makes the
moll S9 suitable for body sizes from
100 cm to 200 cm.

The seating depth can be adjusted using a
lever below the seating surface. The seating
surface’s rotation option adjusts in a range
from 32 cm to 45 cm.
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Red / Pink

Crisp colors and
consummate comfort
The moll S9 — your favorite place
26

In the end, whether a chair becomes your favorite place to be depends
on how good it makes you feel. The moll S9 is comfortably upholstered
all around. Its upholstery is easy to clean and care for, and it comes in
eight lively colors that can be mixed and matched at will. This means
the moll S9 gives any room a fresh accent.

Orange / Lemon

Beige / Dark brown
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Light blue / Dark blue

Smart and safe
in every detail
The moll S9 inspires from any angle
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The braked double castors are as safe
as they are stylish.

The seating height adjustment
can be worked with just one hand.

The multi-zone seat cushion upholstery
is made of very sturdy material.

The gas pressure supported seat height
adjustment can be operated with one grasp.

In the compartment under the seat, a user
manual, assembly wrench and other small
items have a safe home.

The bag hook, with its push-to-open
function, helps keep things neat.
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moll S6

Adjusted to
a perfect work
environment
30

Since the founding of Design Ballendat (1995), Martin
Ballendat has created a great many number of important
products. He has received top awards in international
design competitions. His motto: “Good design must be
simple — very simple. But simplicity can only be
achieved through an intelligent balance of technical,
practical and artistic factors.”

Whether during concentrated work, reading or creative activities, continuously
comfortable seating is a question of ergonomics. But the environment plays a decisive
role. The moll S6’s actively breathing mesh covering adapts flexibly to the body and
provides ventilation in every situation. Its airy radiance lends it a modern lightness.
The moll S6’s optional upholstery promises a sustainably positive sitting feel.
The choice of fabrics meets the highest expectations.
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Simply ergonomic
The moll S6 is self-explanatory
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Like so much else in life, ergonomics in the workplace is a matter
of adjustment. The moll S6 offers every function the user needs
to adjust it to individual body mass and proportions: from the
seating height to the seating depth to a separately adjustable
backrest height. All adjustment options are self-explanatory
and easy to operate.

The seating height, seating depth and backrest can each be adjusted
with its own control to match individual body proportions.
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More colors,
more options
The moll S6 goes with any living environment
34

Whether on the actively breathing mesh covering or on the soft cushion,
everyone sits comfortably in his own way. The moll S6 always adapts to
individual needs. The eight color variations are available individually and
can be combined at will. This means the moll S6 always ensures a pleasant
seating sensation.
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Light blue

Dark blue

Beige

Dark brown

Lemon

Orange

Pink

Red

A clever quick-change artist
The moll S6 has impressive solutions for every seating situation
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The cushions are also available individually.
This means that mesh and cushions can
be mixed.

The cushion fastens with snaps and
is a breeze to take off.

The controls are easy and intuitive to work.

The actively breathing mesh covering
ensures an optimal seating climate.

The braked castors provide maximum safety
and are suitable for both hard and soft floors.
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moll unique

A life companion
with style and
understanding
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moll T7

moll T7 XL

moll C7

moll S9

moll S6

Width: 115 cm
Depth: 75 cm
Height: 56 – 118 cm
or + 10 cm with
Height adapter

Width: 150 cm
Depth: 75 cm
Height: 56 – 118 cm
or + 10 cm with
Height adapter

Width: 43 cm
Depth: 54 cm
Height: 42 cm

Width: 65 cm
Depth: 65 cm
Height: 84 cm or 96 cm
Seating height: 34 – 45 cm
or 46 – 57 cm
Seating depth: 32 – 43 cm
or 39 – 45 cm

Width: 70 cm
Depth: 70 cm
Height: 84 bzw. 96 cm
Seating height: 28 – 52 cm
Seating depth: 28 – 42 cm

Practical handling, lots of variability and outstanding design make moll unique a comprehensive,
stylish solution for any work or home environment. moll unique adapts to the individual needs
of its user and becomes a flexible companion in all life situations.
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Life is beautiful.
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Every moment is different,
and every day is colorful.
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Life is more than
a sequence of years.
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It is exciting —
a one-time inspiration.

Every task is interesting
and invites us to grow.
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Life is too short
just to work.
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Flying high is always worth it.

And is making its way.
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A life without limits.
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It is a request show.
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Life is unique.
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Contact
moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7
73344 Gruibingen
Germany
Phone +49 (0) 7335 181-183
info@moll-funktion.de
www.moll-funktion.de
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